
Discovery walk: Tale of 2 cities – Following the Divide 

Link to Digital discovery via Mapme 

https://viewer.mapme.com/800d56ce-cace-40fa-ac8e-f332d7823ffc  

 

 

 

 

Nicosia; the world’s last divided capital city.  Since 1974, the dividing line, also called the buffer zone 

or Green Line, extends approximately 180 km across the island of Cyprus which has been divided 

since 1974. However, the city of Nicosia and its residents felt divided nearly a decade before. The 

inter-communal conflict (between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots) in the 1950’s led to a 

transformation of the once shared city of Nicosia into a city of almost mutually exclusive ethno-

religious zones, with Greek Cypriot moving to the south of the city and Turkish Cypriot to the north in 

early 1964.  

In some parts of old Nicosia, the buffer zone is only a few meters wide, while in other areas it is a 

few kilometres wide, separating the northern and southern parts of the city into two.    

Until the opening of the first checkpoint on 23 April 2003, virtually no one could cross from one side of 

the city to the other, meaning the two main communities of the Island remained separated with no 

contact for nearly 30 years. 

Despite another 8 checkpoints being opened throughout the Island in subsequent years, the majority 

of Cypriots continue to live separately within their northern and southern territories.  The years of 

division have left their mark on the island and the especially way in which Nicosia has been inhabited, 

abandoned and experienced.  

On this tour, while we will uncover some of Nicosia’s rich and diverse history, taking in local culture, 

we will also look into how the Island’s turbulent past, combined with the hope of a shared Cyprus, have 

transformed the city and reflect on what this could mean for the future of the Island.  

https://viewer.mapme.com/800d56ce-cace-40fa-ac8e-f332d7823ffc


I met our discovery explorer, Orestis, in Lidras street not far from the crossing that would take us north. 

“Come this way” he led us through a parking complex, up three stories to enter onto an old concrete 

balcony, obscurely hidden from the top level. The space is rough and grungy, graffiti lines the walls 

and birds make homes in the crevices of the concrete roof. We are looking into the abandoned Buffer 

zone and across to the northern part of Nicosia where we can see the Greek and Cypriot flags then 

shortly in the distance the Turkish and TRNC flag framing the minaret of Ayia Sofia (A part of our 

northern friend’s discovery). Below the balcony a giant complex of a fig 

tree is overtaking the decaying buildings trapped in time. “This is what a 

friend of mine jokingly named the Devils Edge'' Orestis tells me, he 

continues to introduce himself, his work with Old Nicosia Revealed and 

his journey from being a youth hanging with mates at the devil’s edge 

wondering what it was like ‘over there’ in the northern part of Nicosia. 

Despite the fear-mongering tales told, Orestis has actively been working 

on peace building and bi-communal initiatives for nearly 20 years. This 

Devil’s Edge gave us a glimpse of the lost and untouched world inside the 

green line. 

Our next stop is in front of the now closed and heavily barricaded Lidras Street 

crossing* which connects via a UN corridor to Lokmanci square in the north. 

Usually, you would pass Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot check points 

showing passports on each side. In its centre is a UN tunnel aesthetically 

renovated which ironically has facades placed hiding the decay behind.  I listen 

to the tale of the checkpoint and its history, which opened in 2004 after 30 years 

of separation, as we stand in a tunnelled laneway. Present are massive wooden 

doors hiding the dilapidated buildings we just looked down into from the Devil’s 

Gate above. The doors represent what the building once was, a warehouse that 

had to allow horse and cart to enter. After soaking up what once was, is today 

and could be again we continue west along the tunnel to Ious Street.  

We enter into the sun and stop at the famous and well photographed bufferzone border barrels 

decorated with flower pots. Both have been a symbol of the separation and hope of locals for now 47 

years. With a park bench and cats lounging in old gunner holes Orestis tells the story of how locals 

brought potted plants and painted the barrels over the years, the army 

destroyed it in the early 2000’s to install new barrels as the old ones rotted 

over time, but locals came back and built up the flowers and plants yet 

again. He continues on a side note telling me of the trees we can see 

directly behind the barrels called Ghetto palms. Orestis explains their origin 

as well as challenging me to note how many we see as we journey along. 

The barrels block an old street, next to which is a residential building that 

on the front, in Ious street, has been repainted and 

cared for while the façade inside the bufferzone shows 

a different story, a small balcony with clothes drying 

reaches out into the forbidden zone. 

https://respublika.neme.org/art-projects/old-nicosia-revealed
https://www.facebook.com/old.nicosia.revealed


 

We continue along Ious, spotting along the way a modern painting representing the Hellenic Kings 

and Queens who give their names to the city and the main streets such as Lidras and Onasagorou. 

The road turns left still touching the hidden bufferzone behind. We stop in front of a deserted building. 

The Toyota car dealer Ouzoumian, who still owns the building 

today, can only touch the front as the rest lies in the time bubble of 

the green line. Since 1974, when the war began, rest a basement 

of brand new 0-kilometer Toyotas, never sold and never used. A 

museum hopefully to be discovered one day soon. Orestis tells the 

tale of Ouzounian’s business and so many others when the city was 

divided for good in 1974. 

Not far along is our next stop, we are behind the Politis Press offices which at the back hosts a printing 

press museum, not accessible today due to covid closures, the printing press hosts original machines 

as well as first editions printed in Ottoman Turkish, English and Greek. A historical spectrum of the 

diversity this city has always experienced even today.  

We turn right to journey along towards Alexiou Komniou rd. which trims the Buffer Zone with the 

barricaded façade stripped away to see the empty and inaccessible. Heavily gated and severely 

signed with UN warnings the towering fence reveals Turkish flags and Soldier posts opposite a vacant 

block. As we continue that scene is juxtaposed with the history before division including a dilapidated 

private Haman edged next to an empty parking lot along with holed stoned walls where support beams 

used to exist and derelict domed ovens. 

We move out of the ruin to renovated and modern 

buildings, taking us to stop in front of the sewerage 

board of Nicosia “Ah there is an interesting tale 

regarding this” says Orestis. Turns out the only 

reconciled and communal function in old town Nicosia 

is, that’s right, good old sewerage. We journey down along the building of the 

Sewerage board to take a picture at the corner of Grannikou, a gorgeous yet overly 

protected street with Greek Cypriot Soldiers posted in a well-fortified position at the 

end of the street (note, we strictly cannot take pictures of military personnel or fortifications, but a well 

framed picture hiding what’s not to be seen works well). Not more than 20 metres we come to the 

beginning of our next discovery. We are on the very edge of the cherished and diverse neighbourhood 

of the Maronites. Before the violent split of the city, the British colonists encouraged the segregation 

of communities in the old city and, the Maronite and Latin quarter hosted not only their respective 

churches but the communities, schools and life blood. Today this quarter has evolved into a 

multicultural community of people from across the globe, especially catholic in origin. At our entry point 

Orestis points out and quaint old building that served as a place of worship for Muslims called a Mesdjit 

(Masjid), beautified externally the building, holds no practical use today but yet again is evidence of 

the diverse Nicosia of old that could be missed to the ignorant eye.  



We explore and discover the small quarter of the Maronites, past thrift shops, the 

social centre of Saint Joseph, and a school which now hosts the Hope for 

Children UNHCR funded school for migrant and vulnerable children. The 

Maronite church and Archbishopric behind stand opposite a store of Asian 

delights cooked by local migrants on Sundays, their only day off, to enjoy life and 

each other. The noises of laughter, music and the smells of such treats fill the 

air. Signs of rosary beads on cars are such a different sight to the dominant 

Orthodox symbols. We pass the outer wall to stop at the busy square in front of 

the Catholic Church, signs of Sunday pleasures meet us again. The Holy Cross 

Catholic Church sits in the Nicosia Bufferzone but is accessible still holding regular mass. The first 

church dedicated to the Holy Cross was built in 1642 and operated continuously until the late 

nineteenth century. In April 1900 a new church dedicated to the Holy Cross was financially supported 

in part by the Spanish Royal Family and partly by the Franciscan friars of the Custody of the Holy 

Land. Part of the gardens are blocked because of the division, but one room 

at the back of the complex juts into North Nicosia and when Pope Benedict 

XVI stayed in this room on a Papal Visit to Cyprus, June 2010, it caused 

such a controversy. However, no controversy today just a well-kept and 

loved church bounded on the sides by barriers of barrels and dilapidated 

buildings that sit in the untouchable zone. 

 

“We are about to leave the old city” advises Orestis but before we do, we must take 

note and explore the unmissable Paphos Gate. The tunnel is accessible only from 

inside the old walls and when you turn and look back evidence of an old UN post 

stands out, missed as you walk underneath it from the street outside. Today the 

Paphos Gate outfits a Greek Cypriot soldier post. The walls of the old city as they 

stand today were constructed by the Venetians roughly 1567 to 1570 just before 

the Ottomans invaded and overtook the capital. Unfortunately, at that time the walls 

were not quite finished. From the mid-19th century, once the British held 

guardianship of Cyprus from the Ottomans, renovations and revival of the walled 

city was back on track. There are 11 pentagonal bastions named after aristocratic 

Italian families who helped fund the original construction. And then there are the 3 entry points – 

Paphos gate, Famagusta Gate and Kyrenia Gate all relatively 

positioned in line with the cities one would journey from. The gates 

would be locked at night and manned by guards and opened once again 

at dawn for city dwellers and country folk to pass. But it was Paphos 

Gate that would first see the modern changes as they stand today. An 

opening next to the gate in 1879 was done so by the British for ease of 

access, the other 2 would have openings created in the early 20th Century.  

As you walk alongside the road of this very opening touching the very walls of the Roccas Bastion we 

stand below the thinnest part of the Green line. Roccas Bastion hosts the oddest geopolitical view in 

town. Through the barbed-wire fencing people in the north can peer down into Nicosia (south), which 



is in the European Union, where we stand, while just a few metres above they 

are not. Weird enough to get your head around now, it’s worse when you 

remember that until 2003 (when crossing the Green Line was normalised) this 

was one of the few places where Greek and Turkish Cypriots could see and 

speak to each other up close.  

We leave Roccas Bastion behind, walking alongside the Venetian walls, 

untouchable by fencing and rolls of barbed wire hidden in the brush and green, 

we come upon the entrance to the Ledra Palace check point. Being the first 

checkpoint to open, Ledra Palace bufferzone area has become the central 

location for all peace building and bi-communal events and meets. Multitudes of civil society 

organisations and international embassies plus grass-root organisations have made their imprint on 

the area. However, none can shadow the impressive presence of the Ledra Palace Hotel itself. 

Opening in 1949 the hotel became the first luxury hotel in Nicosia and a key location for locals, 

journalists and celebrities. It even hosted the first public pool of Nicosia. Shutting down its operations 

in 1974 just shy of its 25th year anniversary, the hotel became another 

victim in the war of July 1974. Scars of bullet and artillery holes still 

show today as you stand looking up at what was once, and still is, an 

impressive building. Today, it hosts the British contingent of UN 

peacekeeping soldiers, the UN Civil Affairs Office and UN civilian 

police. Hotel was used as sleeping quarters but the soldiers are now in 

pre-fabricated buildings in the grounds (see video link below). 

Barricaded by locked gates and covered fences the hotel is not easy to access. Even so it opens itself 

up to local initiatives as well as hosting events held by UN and Bi-communal civil society actors. 

Including many well-known international actors, such as; Desmond Tutu, Ronald Reagan, Angela 

Merkel, Vice President Joe Biden,  

UN soldiers vacate former playground of the rich and famous 

Diagonally across from the Ledra Palace is the Home for 

Cooperation, the meeting place and central fun spot of the 

bufferzone. With funding from Norway, Sweden, Liechtenstein, and 

other sources, the Association of Historical Dialogue and Research 

(AHDR) bought and renovated the 2-story building that once 

hosted the Canadian UN soldiers from 1964 to 1974 and, before 

that, shop fronts and accommodations when division didn’t exist. 

Opening its doors in 2011 with a huge street party the place has 

the all-important café where we finally meet our friends.   

*Closed in March 2020 all crossings across Cyprus would only open with strict conditions for relevant personnel to cross from June 

to December 2020. In January 2021 all crossings were barricaded and access was only granted for UN personnel. On Sunday 6th 

June 2021 the checkpoints opened once again with friends, colleagues and loved ones celebrating both north and south. Our 

Discovery was created before the date of the opening. 

 

https://youtu.be/eUZpNGzicG4

